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EGDF unites
EGDF represents European game developers on a European level. It helps to build up policies that support the
growth of the European game developer studios and foster the development of the entire digital ecosystem in
Europe.
19 trade associations:

EGDF unites national trade associations for game developers from 19 European
countries: Austria, Belgium, Czechia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy,
Lithuania, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Spain, Slovakia, Sweden,
Turkey and the United Kingdoms.

2500+ game dev studios: Together with its member associations EGDF represents more than
2 500 of around 5 000 game developer studios and publishers in Europe. Most of
them are SMEs.
40 000+ people

these 2 500 game studios employ more than 40 000 people. All in all, game
developers and publishers employ close to 80 000 people in Europe..

From 1980s to 2000s:
games build the foundations
of digital culture

From 1980s to 2000s: the rise of games
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1980s: Mass produced PCs
and game consoles emerged

1980s: retail as the leading
business model and method
for distributing digital content.
The USA became the leading
game market in the world and
American companies took the
leading role in global games
markets.

1980s: the mass market of
computer and console games
emerged. Player community
and game developer
community were largely the
same.

1980s: games helped to
introduce computers into
ordinary homes

1990s: the Internet and game
engines emerged

1990s: the dawn of the digital
distribution, monthly
subscriptions as a business
model

1990s: the first online games
and digital communities

1990s: games accelerated
the development of processor
technology and the digital
content became a driver of
technological development

1990s: youth work and
politics ebabled game
development as a
hobby

2000s: mobile phones and
the first smart phones took
over the game markets

2000s: pay-per-download as
the leading a business model

2000s: mobile games went
mainstream. Player
community and game
developer community
diverged.

2000s: games accelerated
the adoption of mobile
phones and smart phones

2000s: network neutrality and
the first wave of European
state aid instruments for
game development enabled
the growth of the European
game industry in Western and
Northern Europe

2010s:
Games pushed all of us to
become creators

2010s: games as a leading artistic medium
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Smart phones and tablets
emerged,

Games as a Service business
model introduced freemium
and free-to-download games

Mobile games made games
one of the key digital cultural
mediums of the European
society and paved the way for
games to become a leading
form of digital culture

Games laid the foundation for
data analytics in the
consumer marked and
community management
paved the way for the
sustainable management of
digital communities

Europe-wide harmonisation of
data protection and digital
consumer rules helped to
unify European digital single
market for games

Machine learning,
community-driven product
development, big data and
data analytics emerged,

China become the leading
game market in the world and
Chinese companies took over
a big part of the industry
Digital distribution became
the industry making games
industry, compared to retail
distribution, less dependent
on gate keepers and more
decentralised

Location-based
augmented reality games,
and e-sports emerged
Game design models based
on user-generated content
pushed players to become
content creators
Debate on gender equality
reshaped the industry

Games paved the way for
streamers and social media
influencers.
In number of European
countries the number of game
developer studios and their
revenues skyrocketed making
games industry one of the
leading cultural and creative
industries in Europe

The second wave of
European state aid
instruments for game
development enabled the rise
of the European game
industry in Southern and
Eastern Europe

GAME DEVELOPERS LIVE IN THE FUTURE,
but it is still under construction (so it is hard to tell how it works)

2020s
Playing games is increasingly
becoming a profession
(streamers, eSports, P2E etc.)

2020s: you are here
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5G is pushing Cloud-based
games and Playful Internet of
Things to mainstream (e.g.
autonomous cars as a
platform)

Play to Earn (P2E) as a
business model is emerging

Virtual reality games gains
popularity

Monthly subscriptions and
pay-per-play are returning

Augmented reality games will
see their next wave

A sustainable solutions (e.g.
updated immigration rules
enabling cross-border remote
work) for solving the global
talent shortage

Serious games are finally
becoming established
solutions in their market
segments

Machine learning will allow
even more personally tailored
game content

Games are paving the way
for augmented reality and
virtual reality in the consumer
market, bringing virtual reality
to the mainstream and
making augmented reality
part of everyday life

An increasing share of music
and graphics will be
generated by AI
Voice-based interfaces will
become more common
Chip shortage hinders the
growth of the industry and
introduction of new platforms
Green game design becomes
a norm as world tries to stop
climate change. The first
carbon neutral games are
published.

Market fragmentation: Global
game markets are being in
regional markets. Digital trade
wars, global regulatory
fragmentation, sanctions,
cyber wars and create
significant market access
barriers and uncertainty.
The industry is increasingly
consolidated in the hand few
global conglomerates
Platform wars (e.g. legal
battle between Apple and
Epic) are disrupting the digital
value chain.
China is killing its own game
markets with censorship, but
is succeeding in challenging
the American dominance on
global game markets through
mergers and aquisitioons

Convergence of games and
audiovisual culture continues.
Movies are based on games,
not vice versa, and game
technology is increasingly
used in film productions.
References to games are part
of humanity’s shared cultural
heritage.
Hyper casual P2E games
introducing user-generated
games making players game
developers
Diversity debate continues to
reshape the industry and
widens from gender equality
to other themes like ethnicity.
The second cold war, starting
from the war in Ukraine, will
make games a new medium
of culture wars

Improved access to the
internet makes global gamer
communities increasingly
multinational
The game industry is a
pacesetter for new work
(P2E)
The threshold for becoming
an amateur game developer
continues to fall
BUT carrying out profitable
games-related business
operations is increasingly
challenging as competition is
getting tougher

Unlimited affordable 5G
mobile data for all helps to
bridge digital divide
Platform regulation (e.g.,
targeting harmful behaviour of
gate keeper platforms)
Harmonized AI regulation
avoids further regulatory
fragmentation of EU markets
Carbon footprint
transparency rules (e.g. on
server technology) allow
games industry cut its
emissions

2030s and 2040s
Nearly all human kind will be
in the Internet playing games.
Meanwhile digital games will
become an inseparable part
of physical reality.

From 2030s to 2040s: towards
metaverses
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Head-mounted AR/VR
displays will become a
contender for traditional
displays and Mobile 3D
scanners will seamlessly
combine digital and physical
realities

Digital content will be a driver
of the digital market shift.

The line between virtual and
augmented reality will
become blurry (i.e.,
extended/mixed reality).

Games make human
augmentation applications
mainstream by being among
the first applications where
new abilities are used.

Protection of the mind in brain
computer interfaces

Wearable technology will
become a key user interface
(haptic suits and controllers)
The enhanced body, including
every heartbeat, will become
a game controller through
human augmentation.
Brain-computer interfaces
operated via the mind will
gain a foothold in the market.

New technologies, tougher
competition and new payment
systems will continue to
shape business models.
China might be again the
leading game market in the
world.

Nearly all of humankind will
be playing games in the
Internet.
All countries in the world will
have their own games
industry.
Games industry will offer
opportunities for everyone
regardless of their
background and will much
more diverse and have
proper representation of all
forms of humanity.
The popularity of hyper
casual games will pave the
way for the first completely AI
generated games

Playful environments:
Sensors introduced by the
Internet of Things (IoT) will
turn our sensory everyday
environments into game
platforms. Digital games will
become an inseparable part
of physical reality
(transreality).

Protection of humans in
human augmentation
Bridging the digital divide
between different
socioeconomic groups
Avoiding the collapse of
digital infrastructure
Widening the European digital
single market are to a global
human rights centric digital
single market area with like
minded countries respecting
basic human rights.

TODAY’S SCIENCE FICTION
IS TOMORROW’S REALITY

2050s and 2090s
games will be the key medium
for human self-expression
and existence

From 2050s to 2090s: welcome to the
Matrix(es)
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Augmented reality lenses will
take the form of contact
lenses

(Digital) Reality as a Service

Digital realities can no longer
be discerned from physical
reality (alternative reality).

Games are one of the key
applications combining and
introducing brain user
interfaces, augmented reality
contact lenses and wearable
electronics.

Reliable maintenance of basic
infrastructure and avoiding
the collapse of digital
infrastructure

Artificial intelligence will have
replaced people in a
significant share of the jobs
that were prevalent at the
beginning of the century
(including current games
indusry positions).

India has potentially
surprassed EU and the USA
in the game market size.
Nigeria and Pakistan might
have more players than the
EU and the USA.
A global human rights centric
digital single market area
build around the EU and like
minded countries will be the
leading game market in the
world.

Digital realities will become
increasingly individually
tailored (synthetic reality).

Creating games and playing
games are key tools for
human self-expression and
existance.
The line between
entertainment and the rest of
life will once and for all
become blurred (life as a
medium).

Bridging the digital divide in
digital realities
Widening the European digital
single market are to a global
human rights centric digital
single market area with like
minded countries respecting
basic human rights.

All feedback is more than welcome:
jari-pekka.kaleva@egdf.eu

